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Summary: Texas House Bill 5 of 2013 eliminated most mandatory high school exams and also reduced graduation require-
ments, particularly in science and mathematics. Algebra II no longer has to be required by default. This change seems sensible
when people think about careers in fine arts, plumbing, or auto repair. But it is not sensible. It does not take into account
mathematics requirements still in place throughout all of higher education, and particularly at community colleges. It is very
difficult for students who do not at some point master Algebra II to have a career rather than a series of low-paying low-level
jobs. To give all Texas students the opportunity to have a career, schools must by default give them Algebra II.

Questions about Algebra II

Texas HB5 of 2013 gathered media attention when it eliminated most high-stakes end of course tests that previously
had been required for high school graduation. It also introduced major changes into high school graduation plans.
The level of required science and mathematics classes dropped. Chemistry and Physics are no longer mandatory
parts of science. Algebra II may no longer be required. Physics is my discipline and dear to my heart, but the
requirement concerning Algebra II is clearly the more consequential so I will focus on it from now on.

The spirit of HB5 is to allow students freedom. The mathematics required in the bill is Algebra I, Geometry, and
an additional Advanced Mathematics course. The State Board has the option choose to require Algebra II in all
endorsements, essentially requiring students to opt out it rather than to opt in. But should they? Is an Algebra II
requirement pressing all students to be college-ready, when students should be able to choose between college and
career readiness? Does Algebra II have anything to do with careers?

Arguments against Algebra II

The argument against Algebra II has two basic parts.

• Students hate it.

• Students don’t need it.

Let us examine each in turn.
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Students hate it

Widespread dislike of Algebra II is hard to document but also hard to dispute, since if nothing but fond and
happy memories of Algebra II had come to the minds of legislators and their friends and relatives during the 2013
legislative session it is hard to believe the course would not still be required.1

I spoke with a colleague and friend who grew up in Texas in the 1970’s, which means that the experience she
describes may apply to many legislators who voted on the graduation provisions of HB5. She says that she still
remembers Algebra II as one of the worst experiences of her life. There was only one algebra teacher in her whole
small school district, and the teacher seemed to take positive pleasure in humiliating students. It was not that the
students were dumb or unwilling to work hard. But the subject was incomprehensible, and there was nowhere
to turn. The book seemed to assume everyone knew what to do and why to do it without real explanation. The
teacher did not teach, but called students to the front and treated them with contempt when they could not solve
problems. Some students whose parents could not afford tutors and were good in everything else crashed and
burned in Algebra II. It ended school for them.
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Fig. 1: (Left) Percentage of students dropping out of Texas grades 9-12 over time. For precise definitions of dropout
rates and explanations of the data, see Table 10 in Secondary School Completion and Dropouts in Texas
Public Schools 2011-12 at http://www.tea.state.tx.us/acctres/DropComp_2011-12.pdf (Right)
Four-year graduation rates for low-income students in all states and the District of Columbia, from the US
Department of Education at http://eddataexpress.ed.gov/state-tables-report.cfm.

Against this story, I place the testimonials of some current students at UT Austin. Those I found to ask in the
hallway outside my office were all either Latino or African American science and mathematics majors preparing
to become teachers. They shook their head at the idea that Algebra II might no longer be required. For some of

1 See “WRONG ANSWER: The case against Algebra II”by Nicholson Baker in Harper’s, (September 2013) for a provocative description
of all the reasons to hate Algebra II as well as the reasons it is useless.
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them, Algebra II was the reason they survived at UT. It taught them the level of thinking that would be required in
order to get into and persist in college. They talked of friends and relatives who left high school without pursuing
any postsecondary education. It was fine for a few years, but when time came to raise a family, they were no
longer happy with service jobs paying minimum wage. Further education was the key to advancement, but meeting
college mathematics requirements was tough. One of them asked “How dare they let ninth and tenth graders make
a decision like this that could impact them so much for the rest of their lives?” For these students, Algebra II was
one of their favorite courses.
The most worrisome possibility to extract from these stories is that Algebra II is such a negative experience it can
prevent students from finishing high school. The introduction of the 4×4 graduation plan in 2006 raised graduation
requirements. Did it cause an increase in the number of students who hurled themselves against the increased
standards and left? Was HB5 a necessary course correction so that students could leave school with at least some
sort of degree?
There is no evidence for any of this. The Texas Education Agency has put effort into longitudinal measurement of
graduation rates. I have done spot checks of some of their conclusions and found the same results. As shown in
Figure 1, the percentage of students dropping out of high school has dropped considerably in the last seven years,
including the period when the 4×4 curriculum became required. In fact, according to the most recent national data
on high school graduation rates (Figure 1) Texas ranks at or near to the top in almost all categories; for low-income
students Texas is second only to South Dakota. Thus part of the case against Algebra II has been a sense it is
causing students to drop out of high school and damaging the Texas workforce, but this sense is hard to reconcile
with the fact that Texas has simultaneously been part of the minority of states requiring Algebra II until now, and
simultaneously has had top graduation rates.
Whether students end up hating Algebra II certainly depends upon how well it is taught. The stories of loving
and hating it are stories as much of individual teachers as they are stories of the course. Everyone who prepares
mathematics teachers, hires them, or assigns them to classes should be on notice. Citizens are angry enough about
this class to cancel it. The teaching must improve, and students must be successful. But anger at specific teachers
and intuition free from data that the class causes dropouts are not sufficient reason to remove the opportunities I
will describe below.

Students don't need it

The argument that students do not need Algebra II is complicated. It has two parts. The first part is the claim that
students will not use it as part of their adult work life, either frequently or occasionally. The second part requires
asking if mastery of Algebra II is necessary to have a career.
Very few students will in fact need Algebra II as part of their daily working life. Certainly they will need it if they
work as research professors in science or engineering. They will need it in many engineering jobs. They will need
portions of it for many accounting jobs. However I will not try to quantify the fraction of jobs for which Algebra II
is part of daily life because I grant immediately the number is small. If one were to base the requirement of Algebra
II on the realistic possibility of its direct life-long use, one should leave it optional.

Algebra II and Credentials

The case for Algebra II as a requirement for credentials, however, is much more significant. Here are some conse-
quences for students who do not take it.

• They will not be eligible for automatic admission to Texas universities under the top 10% rule

• It will be nearly impossible for them to enter four-year colleges and universities, all of which require mathe-
matics at or above the level of Algebra II.

• It will be extremely difficult for them to obtain an Associates degree at a community college.
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The first two points are granted by most opponents of Algebra II. One can hold that college is not for everyone,
and that we should not to try to extract engineers from populations of students who have panic attacks during
mathematics exams. I will return later to the implications of ruling out four-year colleges, but let me begin with
the situation in community colleges, which are more closely tied than four-year institutions to the idea of career as
opposed to college readiness.

Community Colleges

Texas community colleges provide three basic types of services. They let students earn certificates, which are
collections of linked courses mainly requiring less than 42 hours leading to very specific technical skills. They let
students earn Associates Degrees, which are two-year degrees that involve some general education requirements
in addition to building specific skills. Finally they provide a stepping stone to four-year colleges and universities.
The significance of 42 hour degrees is that above this point students must take the TSI examination, and unless
they obtain a satisfactory score on the mathematics portion (as well as other parts of the exam), they must then
begin to take “developmental” mathematics. The descent into remedial mathematics is a substantial barrier to a
large fraction of students who enter community college (around 50% at Austin Community College). As shown
in Figure 2, the large urban community colleges in Texas do a better job of preparing students to transfer than to
provide them with degrees. Graduation rates are in the range of 5%-15% except at some of the smaller regional
community colleges.
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Fig. 2: Transfer and graduation rates at the largest Texas community colleges (Source, IPEDS)

I will use Austin Community College as a specific example. It offers 103 certificates, ranging from American
Sign Language Studies to Biotechnology, Firefighter, and Ultrahigh Purity Piping. Only a few of the certificates
have a mathematics requirement. Furthermore, since most of the certificates require fewer than 42 hours, students
need not take the TSI examination. The Associates degrees by contrast all have a mathematics requirement. For
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most of them, the lowest-level mathematics course allowed is College Algebra, which both covers material at a
somewhat higher level than Algebra II, and proceeds much faster at the community college than it does in high
school. Students whose TSI score is too low or are not otherwise exempt end up in the developmental sequence –
Basic Math Skills, Elementary Algebra, Intermediate Algebra – before they can take the first credit-bearing courses,
primarily College Algebra.

What are Economic Returns to Certi�cates?

I found two careful studies of employee income as a result of obtaining community college certificates. One of
the studies is from Kentucky2. It distinguishes between Associates degrees – which require 60 or more credits,
diplomas – which require between 36 and 68 credits – and certificates – which take less than 40 credits. A second
study in Washington State distinguishes similarly between Associates degrees, long-term certificates – which take
more than a year—and short-term certificates – which take less than a year3. The findings of the two studies are
consistent. Short-term certificates offer little to no financial benefit to their recipients after a period of 5 to 7 years.
The Washington State study found a net loss of income for the shorter certificates, while the Kentucky found an
earning gain of around $1000/year. The diplomas, long-term certificates, and Associates Degrees led to much larger
improvements in income. In Kentucky, women increased their annual income by around $8000 and men by $6000.
The Washington State study similarly found that long-term certificates and Associates Degrees provided a benefit
(seven years after beginning the community college program) of $6000-$8000/year in comparison to those who
obtained a short-term certificate or nothing. The Washington State study also concludes that long-term certificates
and degrees increase their recipients’ employability rather than their wages. It is not their hourly rates that go up
so much as their ease in obtaining a job to begin with.

Algebra II and Texas Community Colleges

I did not find a careful study of community college certificate outcomes in Texas, but in discussions with faculty
at Austin Community College, there was agreement that mathematics presents the primary obstacle to students
wanting to complete longer-term certificates or Associates Degrees. For any Texas degree requiring more than
42 hours, mastering mathematics at the level of Algebra II is nearly unavoidable. The Automotive Technician
Certificate at 55 hours requires taking TSI and completion of developmental mathematics.

After comparing Algebra II TEKS with syllabi of developmental mathematics courses at ACC and discussion with
instructors, I concluded that high school Algebra II is approximately equal to Intermediate Algebra, the highest
developmental course prior to the credit-bearing College Algebra.

It is natural to ask how well Algebra II prepares students who have had College Algebra. Since Algebra II has been
required in high school, the answer must be that it has not been at all perfect. Around 40% of the students who take
TSI place into developmental mathematics. This leads to the resigned view of some faculty that perhaps Algebra
II should not be required since after taking it students still do not place into College Algebra. But this reasoning
seems backwards to me, since eliminating the requirement of Algebra II can only make matters worse.

I also investigated as a case study jobs related to the oil and gas industry. Figure 3 shows a collection of mining and
drilling jobs that the Bureau of Labor Statistics groups together, indicating the median annual salary, and numbers
of individuals who hold them as a function of educational level.

I should indicate some caution: the data on distribution of educational level are national. I have not yet verified
that they apply in particular to Texas. In addition, it is possible that within every job category individuals with
different education levels have very different incomes. Nevertheless, the figure suggests that these particular jobs

2 Jepsen, Troske, and Coomes (2012), The Labor-Market Returns to Community College Degrees, Diplomas, and Certificates, http:
//www.ukcpr.org/Publications/DP2009-08.pdf

3 Dadgar and Weiss (2012), Labor Market Returns to Sub-Baccalaureate Credentials: How Much Does a Community College Degree or
Certificate Pay? Community College Research Center Working Paper 45, Link
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Fig. 3: Oil field and mining jobs in Texas, showing educational level of workers holding various different types of
positions, and their median annual salary. Source, Bureau of Labor Statistics, all jobs in category 47-50xx.
The data give the correct total numbers of jobs in Texas, but the distribution by educational level comes
from a national sample. The national sample should however be heavily weighted by Texas, which has far
more oil and gas jobs than any other state.

are equally available to high school dropouts and community college certificate holders alike. Some argue that high
school requirements should be kept low so that Texans can graduate and work in the oil fields. This argument is
less powerful if the oil field jobs in question doR not require even a high school diploma.

Jobs versus Careers

The question concerning Algebra II may come down to this: is there a difference between a job and a career? And
does Texas have a compelling interest in attempting to prepare every high school graduate for a career, not just a
job?

I propose that the defining characteristic of a career is that it contains the possibility of advancement, and of
leading eventually to some management responsibility. I have already displayed some evidence that only long-term
credentials and degrees provide substantial income increases 5-7 years after graduation. The economic returns
to education are further illustrated in the Appendix which shows the most numerous Texas jobs as a function of
education level, and also indicates Texas’ median annual salaries for various professions.

The evidence points consistently to the conclusion that employers are willing to pay a premium for credentials that
include mathematics at a level just above Algebra II. The higher education system has gone to great lengths to
prevent students from obtaining advanced credentials without reaching this level of mathematics. And the more
jobs provide larger income and increasing amounts of responsibility, the more they demand advanced degrees.

I can only speculate why employers are more likely to hire people who have mastered algebra, given that so
few jobs will employ it on a daily basis. I speculate that the degrees – and therefore algebra mastery – signify
persistence, logical thinking, ability to solve complicated multi-step problems, and willingness to perform tasks
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whose importance is not immediately evident. These are desirable qualities in an employee, and particularly in a
manager.

Thus, Algebra II is in practice a requirement to have a career and not just a job. This is a judgment of the labor
market, enforced by policies in higher education, and is unlikely to change quickly or at all no matter what anyone
likes or dislikes during high school.

Final Arguments

While not every Texan will go to a four-year college, every Texan should have the opportunity to go to a four-year
college, if not immediately after high school, then later if their ambitions or needs should change. Unless they
master mathematics at the level of Algebra II, students will not be able to get a degree from either a community
college or a four-year college. Remediation is not very effective: note the low graduation rates in Figure 1.

There is little doubt that many students find Algebra II very unpleasant, and that teachers find it unpleasant to teach
them. This observation does little credit to the teaching profession, and there is blame to share in many places. But
if the response to this unpleasantness is to allow large numbers of students not to take the course, they will leave
high school at a level that will make it difficult to advance later in life.

Texas cannot guarantee every citizen a career rather than low-wage dead-end jobs in food service or retail. But the
state has the obligation to bring every high school student to the point on the educational staircase where long-term
certificates, Associates Degrees, and four-year college degrees are the next step up. Algebra II is an essential step
along the way. With the step in place, some students will choose not to advance. Some will try to take the next step
and still stumble. But the high school staircase must be complete. Every high school endorsement should include
Algebra II.

Mathematics Through 8th Grade

Algebra I

Geometry

Algebra II

College Algebra and
Higher Education,
with or without
further mathematics
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Appendix: Visualizations of Texas Job Market

The source for the following figures is the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. In particular, data on numbers of
employees by job category in each state come from ftp: // ftp. bls. gov/ pub/ special. requests/ oes/

oesm12st. zip , accessed from http: // www. bls. gov/ oes/ oes_ dl. htm . These data are from May 2012.
Data on educational attainment for each job category come from Tables 1.11 and 1.12 of ftp: // ftp. bls.
gov/ pub/ special. requests/ ep/ ind-occ. matrix/ occupation. xls . The first of these charts gives the
percentage of each job category with a given educational level and was produced in 2009. The second gives the
expected educational level at entry. Numbers of jobs are particular to Texas, but distribution by education level
comes from a national sample and might not represent Texas. This snapshot of current jobs is not a guarantee of
what will be available in the future. It also is not certain whether improved education for all will raise the fortunes
of everyone in the state, or simply redistribute well-paying and poorly-paying jobs. However, with around 25%
of US STEM jobs requiring a Bachelor’s degree going to workers born abroad (see Table 3-28 of Science and
Engineering Indicators 2012), there should be room for US citizens to gain without displacing each other.
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2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K 10K 20K 30K 40K 50K 60K 70KNumber of Jobs

Combined Food Preparation and Serving Workers, Including Fast FoodJanitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping CleanersLaborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, HandCashiersConstruction LaborersPersonal Care AidesWaiters and WaitressesHeavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck DriversRetail SalespersonsCooks, RestaurantLandscaping and Groundskeeping WorkersMaids and Housekeeping CleanersStock Clerks and Order FillersDishwashersFood Preparation WorkersMaintenance and Repair Workers, GeneralPackers and Packagers, HandCooks, Fast FoodHelpers--Production WorkersTeam AssemblersOffice Clerks, GeneralWelders, Cutters, Solderers, and BrazersLight Truck or Delivery Services DriversCleaners of Vehicles and EquipmentDining Room and Cafeteria Attendants and Bartender HelpersFirst-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation and Serving WorkersCooks, Institution and CafeteriaIndustrial Truck and Tractor OperatorsChildcare Workers

Texas Professions, <HS

17,670 170,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K 20K 40K 60K 80K 100K 120KNumber of Jobs

Combined Food Preparation and Serving Workers, Including Fast FoodRetail SalespersonsCashiersLaborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, HandOffice Clerks, GeneralJanitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping CleanersHeavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck DriversWaiters and WaitressesPersonal Care AidesCustomer Service RepresentativesStock Clerks and Order FillersSecretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and E..Maintenance and Repair Workers, GeneralConstruction LaborersBookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing ClerksCooks, RestaurantFirst-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales WorkersFirst-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support WorkersSecurity GuardsGeneral and Operations ManagersShipping, Receiving, and Traffic ClerksFirst-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation and Serving WorkersLight Truck or Delivery Services DriversTeam AssemblersTeacher AssistantsMedical SecretariesExecutive Secretaries and Executive Administrative AssistantsWelders, Cutters, Solderers, and BrazersSales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical..First-Line Supervisors of Construction Trades and Extraction Workers

Texas Professions, HS

17,670 178,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K 20K 40K 60K 80K 100KNumber of Jobs

Retail SalespersonsOffice Clerks, GeneralCustomer Service RepresentativesSecretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and E..Combined Food Preparation and Serving Workers, Including Fast FoodCashiersWaiters and WaitressesBookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing ClerksGeneral and Operations ManagersLicensed Practical and Licensed Vocational NursesPersonal Care AidesLaborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, HandFirst-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support WorkersStock Clerks and Order FillersSales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical..Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck DriversFirst-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales WorkersJanitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping CleanersMaintenance and Repair Workers, GeneralMedical SecretariesExecutive Secretaries and Executive Administrative AssistantsSecurity GuardsTeacher AssistantsMedical AssistantsReceptionists and Information ClerksPolice and Sheriff's Patrol OfficersFirst-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation and Serving WorkersCorrectional Officers and JailersSales Representatives, Services, All Other

Texas Professions, Some College

17,670 178,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K 5K 10K 15K 20K 25K 30KNumber of Jobs

Retail SalespersonsOffice Clerks, GeneralSecretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and E..Customer Service RepresentativesCashiersGeneral and Operations ManagersCombined Food Preparation and Serving Workers, Including Fast FoodWaiters and WaitressesFirst-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support WorkersLicensed Practical and Licensed Vocational NursesPersonal Care AidesBookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing ClerksMaintenance and Repair Workers, GeneralTeacher AssistantsSales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical..Medical SecretariesExecutive Secretaries and Executive Administrative AssistantsPolice and Sheriff's Patrol OfficersAccountants and AuditorsFirst-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales WorkersLaborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, HandMedical AssistantsStock Clerks and Order FillersSecurity GuardsJanitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping CleanersBusiness Operations Specialists, All OtherHeavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck DriversDental HygienistsElectricians

Texas Professions, Associate

17,670 178,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K10K 20K 30K 40K 50K 60K 70KNumber of Jobs

Retail SalespersonsElementary School Teachers, Except Special EducationGeneral and Operations ManagersAccountants and AuditorsSales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical..Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Edu..Customer Service RepresentativesOffice Clerks, GeneralMiddle School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Educati..First-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support WorkersSecretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and E..Sales Representatives, Services, All OtherWaiters and WaitressesBusiness Operations Specialists, All OtherFirst-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales WorkersSoftware Developers, ApplicationsCashiersComputer Systems AnalystsSoftware Developers, Systems SoftwareBookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing ClerksPolice and Sheriff's Patrol OfficersPersonal Care AidesSecurities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales AgentsCombined Food Preparation and Serving Workers, Including Fast FoodSales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Technical and Sci..Civil EngineersPetroleum EngineersTeacher AssistantsFinancial Managers

Texas Professions, Bachelor

17,670 178,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K 10K 20K 30K 40K 50K 60K70KNumber of Jobs

Elementary School Teachers, Except Special EducationSecondary School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Edu..Middle School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Educati..General and Operations ManagersAccountants and AuditorsRetail SalespersonsSoftware Developers, ApplicationsEducation Administrators, Elementary and Secondary SchoolEducational, Guidance, School, and Vocational CounselorsSpeech-Language PathologistsSoftware Developers, Systems SoftwareBusiness Operations Specialists, All OtherSales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical..Management AnalystsComputer Systems AnalystsOffice Clerks, GeneralFirst-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support WorkersArchitectural and Engineering ManagersLibrariansFinancial AnalystsCustomer Service RepresentativesMarket Research Analysts and Marketing SpecialistsCivil EngineersInstructional CoordinatorsChild, Family, and School Social WorkersFinancial ManagersSales Representatives, Services, All OtherCareer/Technical Education Teachers, Secondary SchoolPetroleum Engineers

Professions. Master's

19,810 178,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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Marder Algebra II

2010 National Employment Matrix title and code

0K 5K 10K 15K 20K 25K 30K 35KNumber of Jobs

Physicians and SurgeonsLawyersPharmacistsDentists, GeneralElementary School Teachers, Except Special EducationGeneral and Operations ManagersMedical Scientists, Except EpidemiologistsVeterinariansSecondary School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Edu..Education Administrators, Elementary and Secondary SchoolClinical, Counseling, and School PsychologistsMiddle School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Educati..Retail SalespersonsAccountants and AuditorsJudges, Magistrate Judges, and MagistratesOptometristsManagement AnalystsPhysical TherapistsBusiness Operations Specialists, All OtherLicensed Practical and Licensed Vocational NursesOffice Clerks, GeneralSoftware Developers, ApplicationsChiropractorsPetroleum EngineersMedical and Health Services ManagersSoftware Developers, Systems SoftwareFirst-Line Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support WorkersGeoscientists, Except Hydrologists and GeographersFinancial AnalystsInstructional Coordinators

Texas Profession, Doctoral and Professional

19,810 178,000Avg. Median Annual Wage
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